
Installing Sliding door magnet screen 

US Patent Pending 

We recommend if you are not comfortable working on your vehicles body. You 
take it to a reputable independent Auto Body or installation shop this screen takes 
about an hour to install once you have read and understand the directions. 

Two terms you need to know and understand. Hook, is the rougher of the two Velcro closures 
and loop is the softer of the two Velcro’s, two terms used often throughout the instructions. 

Below is an inventory of what is all included with the Magnet screen. 

1. The screen itself, top has sewn in place zipper, with loop sewn to the edge of the zipper, 
attached to it is the 4” hook tape and a piece of ½” loop adhesive tape, that gets 
installed under the gasket across the top of the door opening. The 4” hook tape sticks 
out from under the gasket on the inside of the van and allows adjustment for height and 
allows installation with a factory headliner. Can be trimmed after installed if you wish. 
On the bottom of the screen there is a piece of 2” hook tape that acts as a sweep, it just 
hangs out over the step itself, and has a magnet on the front, when the screen is closed 
the magnet strikes the door jamb area. 
On the rear side of the screen there is a piece of 1” hook tape to be used to roll the 
screen back and hold it in place. 

2. The Magnet strip, which goes on the backside of the B Pillar, or front latching side of the 
sliding door. The magnet strip is 1” wide Velcro with Hook tape on one side and loop on 
the other.  

3. The metal strap, which gets embedded in the Velcro on the front side of the screen in 
the 2” loop flap sewn to the screen. Cut to fit. 

4. 3” wide Hook tape this piece is used to encapsulate the metal strap in the flap on the 
front of the screen. 

5. Bag of 2 red backed ½” hook and loop custom adhesive Velcro. Extra included cut to fit. 
6. Packet of 3M Plastic primer, for installing the red backed Velcro to the interior plastic 

trim. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XdvACoQ3HjQ  video link showing screen installed 

Remove the 4” wide hook tape from the top of the screen, remove the ½” Loop white backed 
adhesive tape. Pull the door gasket off, of the metal flange it sits on from the top front corner 
to the top rear corner. You may want a second set of hands or some tape to keep the gasket 
from falling to the floor.  

1. 



Use some rubbing alcohol, or other solvent like goof off to clean the metal flange, on the 
inside of this flange apply the ½” white loop adhesive backed Velcro (Shown in picture below).  

 

Then center the 4” hook tape in the door opening and stick to the loop on the flange, it helps 
to leave a little folded over the flange, then push (or bump with a rubber hammer) the gasket 
back in place sandwiching the two pieces of Velcro together under the gasket, leaving most of 
the hook tape sticking out from under the gasket. 

On the rear and front of the door opening clean the metal, if it is a cargo van or plastic if it is 
finished off with a trim panel, with rubbing alcohol or goof off, allow to dry and if plastic clean 
with the sponge applicator in the plastic prep pouch included. Allow to dry and stick the soft 
loop to the front of the opening on the B-Pillar (front) sliding door side next to the front of the 
sliding door gasket, at the top were the plastic trim meets the headliner, stop the loop. The 
hook on the back of the magnet strip with stick to the soft fuzzy material on the headliner just 
like the loop tape. Red backed hook tape goes on the rear, the loop on the screen sticks to it. 
Velcro is in place, load the metal strap and stick the screen to it. Please follow pics below. 

 

2. 

Clean plastic trim or metal with rubbing alcohol, and 
then with sponge applicator of plastic prep pouch, let 
dry and stick the red backed hook tape to the plastic 
or metal on the rear and the red back soft loop tape 

to the front of the door opening next to the gasket up 
to the headliner or to the top of the opening on the 

metal on a cargo van. 

Inside view of gasket being slid back in place over the 4” hook tape and the 
½” white backed adhesive loop. 

½” white backed loop installed on the inside of the cleaned metal 
flange the gasket sides onto. 



 

 

3. 

Close-up of the red backed loop tape stuck to the plastic on the front of the sliding door opening after it was 
prepped with rubbing alcohol and the plastic prep. The magnet strip sticks to the loop and then onto the fuzzy 

headline material, up to the 4” hook tape that is sticking out from under the gasket. This is on a Van with plastic trim 
and a headliner, when no headliner stick the red backed loop tape all the way up to the 4” hook tape going across 

the top of the door opening. 

Backside of magnet strip getting installed onto the red 
backed loop, showing the bottom of the B-Pillar step area. 

Red backed loop stuck to the plastic step after being prepped with plastic 
adhesion promotor supplied packet with sponge applicator. 



 

 

4. 

Laying flat with the 2” soft loop flap facing up, lay the straightened metal strap flat onto the flap and hold in 
place with the 3” hook tape. There will be almost an inch sticking off the front of the screen of the hook tape fold 
it over the front of the screen this will be the area you grab to open and close the screen. Trim the strap with tin 
snip or side cutter so you have about a ½” of space above and below it, so the hook tape completely encloses it. 

Loading the metal strap on the 
screen flap. 

Once you have all the Velcro installed, you are ready to install the screen, hold it up to the inside rear sticking the ½” 
loop sewn on the screen to the red backed hook tape, on the top rear inside corner, and stick the top onto the 4” 

hook tape until it lines up with the front magnet strip. The 4” wide hook tape is extra wide to allow you to move the 
screen up or down to your preferred height. If you want you can trim this down after you have it positioned 

correctly. Inside view. 

Outside view of the above pic. This is the 4” hook tape under the gasket folded down and the screen is stuck to it. 
After you determine how high or low you want the screen to sit, you can trim this down so you see the zipper, or 
you can leave the extra length. It works good to grab the metal strip when entering or exiting and you can pull the 
top back off the hook tape Velcro get in and lay it back in place allowing the magnets to hold it in place, without 

touching the Velcro at all. 



 

 

One-year limited warranty on sewing and assembly defects. Does not include damage! The 
product will have to be sent back to the manufacturer and if it is deemed as a manufacturer 
defect, it will be repaired or if it cannot a replacement will be sent. 

A-Z Covers LLC 
 

s.knoll@hotmail.com e-mail          208-449-7112 phone 

5. 

2” sweep with magnet on front attached to the door jamb, improves 
seal and still allows the door to be opened and closed with the screen 

in place. 

Embedded metal strap allows you the flexibility to form this 
area to the door opening and is still stiff enough it aids you in 
opening and closing the screen. This new design moves the 

magnets to the B-pillar which prevents the screen from 
sticking to the door. The new stronger magnet strip with 27 

rare earth magnets, provides a strong holding power, easy use 
and good seal. Grab the flap for easy exit and entry. Optional 

No See-Um Screen shown. 

RV’s with cabinets that extend into the door opening, use the 
extra pieces left of the red backed Velcro hook and loop to 

attach to the cabinet at the top rear of the door opening to stick 
the screen to, If you cannot remove the door gasket next to the 
cabinet. These are custom installs, but can easily be overcome 

with all materials provided and some patience, remembering this 
rear area only needs to seal to keep the insects out. 


